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“ Napoleon doesn’t deserve to die. I know there’s got to 
be punishment, but death for a 17-year-old? People 
change…To take a child’s [life]— you can’t hold a 17-
year-old by the same standards as you do you or me…
life is a teacher. And I know even today Napoleon is 
much better now than he was then. ” 

— Rena Beazley, during an interview with Amnesty International in  
May 2001 — one year before the execution of her son, Napoleon Beazley.

 
 

Napoleon Beazley was executed in Texas on 28 May 2002 for a crime committed eight 
years earlier — when he was just 17 years old. 

Napoleon Beazley had no criminal record and no record of violent behaviour. But at his 
trial, the white prosecutor described him as an “animal” in front of the all-white jury. 
Witnesses at the trial cited his potential for rehabilitation. He was a model prisoner. 
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Napoleon Beazley s̓ trial took place in 1995, the year that the UN Human Rights 
Committee, the body that monitors countriesʼ compliance with the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), “deplored” the USA s̓ continued use of 

the death penalty against people under 18 at the time of the crime. In addition, that 
year the USA signed the Convention on the Rights of the Child, signifying its intention 
to ratify that Convention at a later date. Like the ICCPR, the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, now ratified by all states except Somalia and the USA, prohibits the use 
of the death penalty against child offenders — people convicted of crimes committed 
when they were under 18 years old. 

Child executions violate international law. The international consensus against putting 
child offenders to death for their crimes reflects the widespread recognition of the 
capacity of young people for growth and change. The life of a child offender should 
never be written off, no matter what he or she has done. The guiding principle must 
be to maximize the child offender s̓ potential for eventual successful reintegration into 
society. Execution is the ultimate denial of this principle. 

The life of a child offender should never be
written off, no matter what he or she has done.
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WHY THIS CAMPAIGN? 

International law prohibits the use of the death penalty for crimes committed by 
people younger than 18, yet some countries continue to execute child offenders or 
sentence them to death. As a step towards the total abolition of the death penalty 
around the world, Amnesty International has launched an international STOP CHILD 
EXECUTIONS! campaign, calling for an end to one of the most heinous manifestations 

Since the beginning of 1994, at least five countries
have changed their laws to eliminate

the execution of child offenders.

of the death penalty — its use against child offenders. Although executions of child 
offenders are few compared to the total number of executions in the world, they 
represent a disregard by the executing states of their commitments under international 
law, and an affront to all notions of morality and decency when it comes to the protec-
tion of children — one of the most vulnerable groups in society.
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IS THE PRACTICE DIMINISHING? 

National governments have increasingly demonstrated their respect for the prohibition 
of the execution of child offenders by ratifying relevant international treaties (see pp. 
5-6) and changing their domestic laws to adhere to this principle. 

The death penalty should not apply to juvenile 
offenders…because of their immaturity, may not 

fully comprehend the consequences of their actions.

Of the steadily diminishing number of countries that still retain the death penalty in 
law, almost all have pledged not to use it against children, reflecting the conviction 
that the lives of child offenders — due to a young person s̓ immaturity, impulsiveness, 
vulnerability and capacity for rehabilitation — should never be simply written off. Since 
the beginning of 1994, at least five countries have changed their laws to eliminate the 
execution of child offenders (see box). Iran has taken a step in the same direction, re-
cently preparing a bill that would raise the minimum age for imposing the death pen-
alty to 18. There is also a trend at US state level towards raising the minimum age to 
18: Most recently, South Dakota and Wyoming did so in January and February of 2004, 
respectively. No US state has lowered the minimum age since executions resumed in 
the country in 1977. 
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BANNING CHILD EXECUTIONS IN NATIONAL LAW 

1989 Barbados amended its Juvenile Offenders Act, raising the minimum age for imposition of 
the death penalty to 18 years at the time of the offence. 

1994 Yemen raised the minimum age to 18 years at the time of the offence under the Penal 
Code. 

1994 Zimbabwe raised the minimum age to 18 under the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act. 

1997 China amended its Criminal Law to abolish the death penalty for defendants who were 
under 18 at the time of the offence. 

2000 Pakistan adopted the Juvenile Justice System Ordinance 2000, abolishing the death penalty 
for people under 18 at the time of the offence in most parts of the country. 

“The overwhelming international consensus that the death penalty 
should not apply to juvenile offenders stems from the recognition that 
young persons, because of their immaturity, may not fully comprehend 
the consequences of their actions and should therefore benefit from 
less severe sanctions than adults. More importantly, it reflects the firm 
belief that young persons are more susceptible to change, and thus have 
a greater potential for rehabilitation than adults.” 

— Mary Robinson, former United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 
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WHERE HAVE CHILD OFFENDERS BEEN EXECUTED? 

Although the vast majority of countries that still practice the death penalty have turned 
away from executing child offenders, children are still not totally safe from this out-
dated practice. Since 1990 Amnesty International has recorded 36 executions of child 
offenders — 19 of them in the USA. Since 2000 there have been 16 — nine of them 
in the USA. But even in the USA, such executions are not widespread: 19 of the 38 US 
states whose laws retain the death penalty exclude its use against child offenders, as 
does the federal government, and only three states — Oklahoma, Texas and Virginia 
— have executed child offenders since 2000. 

 RECORDED EXECUTIONS OF CHILD OFFENDERS, 1990 — 2003   

 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

China              1

Democratic Republic of Congo           1

Iran 1  3       1 1 1   2

Nigeria        1

Pakistan   1     1    1

Saudi Arabia   1

USA 1  1 4     3 1 4 1 3 1

Yemen     1

 2004 figures from January through July 2004. 
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HOW DOES IT VIOLATE INTERNATIONAL LAW? 

A country that sentences a child offender to death or executes them is violating inter-
national law in three ways: 

(i) it is violating its treaty obligations; 
(ii) it is violating customary international law; and 
(iii) it is violating a peremptory norm of international law (jus cogens). 

In becoming a party to an international treaty, a state enters into a commitment to 
respect its provisions. Nearly all states have ratified one or more treaties that explicitly 
prohibit the use of the death penalty against child offenders (see pp. 5-6). Therefore, 
nearly all states have made a formal commitment under international law not to use 
the death penalty against child offenders. 

Furthermore, Amnesty International believes that the exclusion of child offenders from 
the death penalty is now so widely accepted in law and practice that it has become a 
rule of customary international law — international rules derived from state practice 
and regarded as law (opinio juris) — and therefore binding on every state, except on 
those that have “persistently objected” to the rule in question.  

Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes 
committed by persons below eighteen years of age.
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Finally, certain rules of international law are of such importance that they are con-
sidered to be “peremptory norms,” otherwise known as jus cogens, which all states 
must abide by under any circumstance. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 
defines a norm of jus cogens as “a norm accepted and recognized by the international 
community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted 
and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of international law having the 
same character.” Amnesty International believes that the prohibition of use of the death 
penalty against child offenders should be recognized as such a norm.

THE DOMINGUES JUDGMENT: FINDING A JUS COGENS NORM 

Michael Domingues was sentenced to death in the US state of Nevada 
in 1994. The crimes for which he was convicted had been committed 
in 1993 when he was 16 years old. After his appeal was rejected by the 
Nevada Supreme Court and after the US Supreme Court refused to 
consider the case, Michael Domingues brought his case to the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights (the Commission), an organ 
of the Organization of American States, of which the USA is a member. 
Article I of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, 
adopted by the OAS in 1948, provides for the right to life. Michael 
Domingues alleged that the death sentence imposed on him violated 
this right. 
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The Commission considered the case and concluded that “a norm of 
international customary law has emerged prohibiting the execution 
of offenders under the age of 18 years at the time of their crime” and 
that “this rule has been recognized as being of a sufficiently indelible 
nature to now constitute a norm of jus cogens.” After hearing counter-
arguments presented by the US government, the Commission held in 
October 2002 that the USA “has acted contrary to an international norm 
of jus cogens as reflected in Article I of the American Declaration [on 
the Rights and Duties of Man] by sentencing Michael Domingues to the 
death penalty for crimes that he committed when he was 16 years of age” 
and that “should the State [the USA] execute Mr. Domingues pursuant 
to this sentence, it will be responsible for a grave and irreparable 
violation of Mr. Domingues’ right to life under Article I of the American 
Declaration.” (Michael Domingues v. United States, Case 12.285, Merits, 
Report No. 62/02, 22 October 2002, paras. 84-85, 112)
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AN “INDELIBLE RULE” VIOLATING INTERNATIONAL LAW 

“The Commission is satisfied, based upon the information before it, that this rule [the 
prohibition of executing offenders under 18] has been recognized as being of a suf-
ficiently indelible nature to now constitute a norm of jus cogens…The acceptance of 
this norm crosses political and ideological boundaries and efforts to detract from this 
standard have been vigorously condemned by members of the international commu-
nity as impermissible under contemporary human rights standards.…As a jus cogens 
norm, this proscription binds the community of States, including the United States. 
The norm cannot be validly derogated from, whether by treaty or by the objection of a 
state, persistent or otherwise.” 

— Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Domingues judgment, para. 85

WHICH INTERNATIONAL TREATIES FORBID CHILD EXECUTIONS? 

International opposition to the execution of child offenders has been made explicit 
through the adoption of human rights treaties and humanitarian law treaties, in state-
ments by intergovernmental bodies, and in comments by international treaty monitor-
ing bodies. 

The international community has adopted four human rights treaties that explicitly 
exclude child offenders from the death penalty. Nearly all states in the world are now 
parties to one or more of these treaties and are therefore legally obliged to respect the 
prohibition. 
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Two of the human rights treaties are of worldwide scope — any state may join them: 
 

• The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), one of the primary 
human rights treaties, states in Article 6: “Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes 
committed by persons below eighteen years of age…” The ICCPR had been ratified by 151 
states at mid-November 2003.

• The Convention on the Rights of the Child states in Article 37: “Neither capital punishment 
nor life imprisonment without the possibility of release shall be imposed for offences 
committed by persons below eighteen years of age.” The Convention on the Rights of the Child 
has been ratified by 192 states — all countries except Somalia and the USA. Both Somalia and 
the USA have signed the Convention, indicating their intention to ratify it at a later date. Two 
of the human rights treaties are regional — they may be ratified by countries in 
those regions (Africa and the Americas respectively): 

•  The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child states in Article 5(3): “The death 
sentence shall not be pronounced for crimes committed by children.” Article 2 of this treaty 
specifies that the term “child” refers to anyone under the age of 18. The African Charter on the 
Rights and Welfare of the Child has been ratified by 31 African countries.

•  The American Convention on Human Rights states in Article 4(5): “Capital punishment shall 
not be imposed upon persons who, at the time the crime was committed, were under 18 years 
of age…” Twenty-four states in the Americas have ratified the American Convention on Human 
Rights. 
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International humanitarian law treaties, also known as the laws of war, also exclude 
child offenders from the death penalty: 

• The Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 
12 August 1949 (the Fourth Geneva Convention) states in Article 68: “In any case, the death 
penalty may not be pronounced against a protected person who was under eighteen years of 
age at the time of the offence.”

Five countries — China, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Iran, Pakistan and the USA — are known to have 

executed child offenders since 2000.

• The Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the 
Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I of 1977) states 
in Article 77(5): “The death penalty for an offence related to the armed conflict shall not be 
executed on persons who had not attained the age of eighteen years at the time the offence 
was committed.” 

• The Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the 
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol II of 1977) 
states in Article 6(4): “The death penalty shall not be pronounced on persons who were under 
the age of eighteen years at the time of the offence…” (Article 6(4)) 
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Alongside these treaties, intergovernmental bodies — organizations composed of 
states — have adopted many statements endorsing the prohibition. 

• In 1984 the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) adopted the Safeguards Guaranteeing 
Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty (“ECOSOC Safeguards”). Safeguard 
3 of this instrument states: “Persons below 18 years of age at the time of the commission of 
the crime shall not be sentenced to death…” The ECOSOC Safeguards were endorsed by the 
UN General Assembly in resolution 39/118 of 14 December 1984. This resolution was adopted 
without a vote, a sign of strong consensus in that no state wished to go on record as opposing 
it. More recently, in April 2003 the UN Commission on Human Rights called upon states in 
which the death penalty has not been abolished “to abolish by law as soon as possible the 
death penalty for those aged under 18 at the time of the commission of the offence.” 

• The European Union has endorsed the prohibition of use of the death penalty against child 
offenders and has agreed to make diplomatic approaches to countries in cases where the 
prohibition is violated. 

WHICH COUNTRIES STILL USE THE DEATH PENALTY AGAINST CHILD OFFENDERS? 

Five countries — China, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iran, Pakistan and the 
USA — are known to have executed child offenders since 2000. Child offenders are 
currently under sentence of death in at least two other countries — the Philippines and 
Sudan. 
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The profiles below give information on each country s̓ use of the death penalty against 
child offenders; on the relevant international treaties to which the country is a party; 
and on what the monitoring bodies set up under those treaties have said about the 
country s̓ use of the death penalty against child offenders. 

All states except the USA have become parties to one or both of the international 
treaties of worldwide scope prohibiting the use of the death penalty against child 
offenders without making an explicit reservation to that prohibition. As stated above 
(pp. 5-6), these treaties are the ICCPR, whose Article 6(5) contains the prohibition, 
and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), where the prohibition appears in 
Article 37(a). 

States parties to these treaties are required to submit periodic reports on the measures 
they have taken to give effect to the treatiesʼ provisions. The reports are examined by 
the expert bodies set up to monitor implementation of the treaties — the UN Human 
Rights Committee and the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child respectively. 

…the USA has executed more child offenders than all other countries combined. 

Only the USA has openly acknowledged  
executing child offenders and claimed

for itself the right to do so.
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When representatives of governments that have executed child offenders have appeared 
before these committees during the examination of their countriesʼ reports, they have 
generally avoided mentioning the matter or have given confusing replies. These evasive 
responses indicate that the responsible officials are aware that their country is obliged 
to respect the prohibition. Only the USA has openly acknowledged executing child of-
fenders and claimed for itself the right to do so. As shown in the graph below, the USA 
has executed more child offenders than all other countries combined. 

GRAPH: RECORDED EXECUTIONS OF CHILD OFFENDERS SINCE 2000 

CHINA: 1

DR CONGO: 1

PAKISTAN: 1 

IRAN: 4

USA: 9
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CHINA 

China is a party to the ICCPR and the CRC. 

In May 1996 the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child expressed concern “that 
national legislation appears to allow children between the ages of 16 and 18 to be 
sentenced to death with a two-year suspension of execution” in China. It recommended 
that Chinese legislative measures be reviewed to ensure their conformity with Article 37 
of the CRC. 

In October 1997 a revision of the Chinese Criminal Law came into effect eliminat-
ing the practice of imposing suspended death sentences on prisoners convicted of 
crimes committed when they were 16 or 17 years old. Previously, Article 44 of China s̓ 
Criminal Law had allowed for offenders aged 16 or 17 to be sentenced to death with a 
two-year suspension of execution “if the crime committed is particularly grave.”

However, reports since 1997 suggest that people under 18 at the time of the of-
fence have continued to be executed because the courts do not take sufficient care 

In March 2003 the Habei Legal Daily reported that 
Zhao Lin…had been executed in January for a murder 

committed in May 2000, when he was 16 years old.
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to determine their age. Some lower courts appear to have disregarded the Supreme 
Peopleʼs Court “Explanation concerning specific questions on the implementation of 
the law in handling juvenile criminal cases” of 2 May 1995, which states: “In trying 
juvenile criminal cases, the age of the defendant at the time of the crime should be 
treated as an important fact and investigated fully… if it is not established clearly 
and it impacts on whether or not to pursue criminal charges and the type of criminal 
punishment in a public prosecution, it should be returned to the Procuratorate for 
supplementary investigation.” In March 2003 the Habei Legal Daily reported that Zhao 
Lin, aged 18 years and three months, had been executed in January for a murder 
committed in May 2000, when he was 16 years old. The murder had taken place in 
Funing County, Jiangsu Province.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO (DRC) 

The DRC is a party to the ICCPR and the CRC. 

Kasongo, a 14-year-old child soldier, was executed in January 2000 within half an hour 
of his trial by a special military court. The special military courts were abolished in 
April 2003. 

DRC representatives told the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in May 2001 
that other child soldiers sentenced to death had been pardoned; they did not mention 
the execution of Kasongo. The Committee urged the country “to ensure respect for 
article 37(a) of the Convention [on the Rights of the Child] and that no person under 18 
is sentenced to the death penalty.” 
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IRAN 

Iran is a party to the ICCPR and the CRC. 

Amnesty International has recorded nine executions of child offenders in Iran since 
1990. Most of these reports have been based on reports in the Iranian news media. 
Recently, the official news agency IRNA reported from the city of Ilam on 29 May 2001 
that Mehrdad Yousefi, aged 18, had been hanged for a crime committed two years 
earlier. 

Mehrdad Yousefi, aged 18, had been hanged for 
for a crime committed two years earlier.

Iranian representatives told the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in May 2000 
that death sentences imposed on child offenders had not been carried out and that the 
death penalty was not “imposed on children under 18.” The Committee strongly rec-
ommended that Iran “take immediate steps to halt and abolish by law the imposition of 
the death penalty for crimes committed by persons under 18.”  

A bill to raise the minimum age to 18 has been approved by the judiciary and was 
reportedly due to be introduced in parliament in late 2003.
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PAKISTAN 

Pakistan became a party to the CRC in 1990. 

Amnesty International recorded two executions of child offenders in Pakistan in the 
1990s — one in 1992 and one in 1997. 

The Juvenile Justice System Ordinance 2000, abolishing the death penalty for people 
under 18 at the time of the offence in most parts of the country, entered into force on 
1 July 2000. However, the Ordinance was not extended to the Provincially and Federally 
Administered Tribal Areas in the north and west. One young man, Sher Ali, was ex-
ecuted in the Provincially Administered Tribal Area in November 2001 for a murder 
committed in 1993 when he was 13 years old. 

Although most of the outstanding death sentences imposed on child offenders be-
fore July 2000 have now been commuted, an unknown number of sentences are still 
outstanding while the courts determine the age of the convicted prisoners. Child of-
fenders continue to be sentenced to death, mainly because their age has not been 
determined. The issue of age is generally not raised by the family s̓ legal counsel until 
a child has been sentenced to death. Often judges do not raise the issue of age unless 
the child looks like a minor. 
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In October 2003 the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child stated that it was 
“deeply concerned about the reports of juvenile offenders sentenced to death and 
executed” in Pakistan. It recommended that Pakistan take immediate steps to ensure 
that the prohibition of the death penalty against offenders under 18 is guaranteed, and 
that death sentences imposed before the promulgation of the 2000 Ordinance are not 
carried out. 

THE PHILIPPINES 

The Philippines is a party to the ICCPR and the CRC. 

Philippine law precludes the use of the death penalty against people under 18 at the 
time of the crime, yet at least seven child offenders are currently under sentence of 
death.  Amnesty International is calling on the Philippine authorities to remove the 
death sentence.

At least seven child offenders, including one female, are currently under sentence of 
death in the Philippines, although the country s̓ laws prohibit the execution of child 
offenders. Larina Perpinan was 17 years old when she was arrested with 10 others for 
the kidnap and ransom of an elderly woman, who was later released unharmed. Upon 
her arrest, Larina Perpinan lied about her age and name to “avoid trouble at home.” 
She received poor legal counsel during her trial and was sentenced to death in October 
1998. Although she later produced a birth certificate proving her age to be 17 at the 
time of arrest, the judge has reportedly refused to reverse the death sentence.
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SUDAN 

Sudan is a party to the ICCPR and the CRC. 

Child offenders have been among several groups of people sentenced to death by a 
special court in the western province of Dafur since 2002. The special court s̓ proce-
dures fall far short of international norms for a fair trial. 

In October 2002 the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child recommended that 
Sudan “guarantee that sentences of capital punishment are not given for acts commit-
ted when the perpetrator was a child under 18.” 

USA

The USA is a party to the ICCPR. 

In its decision in the case of Stanford v. Kentucky, the US Supreme Court ruled in 1989 
that the use of the death penalty against offenders aged 16 or 17 was not contrary to 
the US Constitution. A year earlier, in the case of Thompson v. Oklahoma, the Supreme 
Court had ruled in effect that the use of the death penalty against offenders under 16 
years old was unconstitutional. One of the grounds for the decision was that there was 
insufficient evidence in the form of state legislation to indicate a “national consensus” 
against the use of the death penalty for offenders under 18. 

In a more recent ruling on another issue, the Supreme Court held in 2002 in the case 
of Atkins v. Virginia that the execution of mentally retarded prisoners was unconsti-
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tutional. Here the majority of the court found that a “national consensus” had devel-
oped against such executions. They cited among other things the “large number” of 
states which had adopted legislation prohibiting executions of the mentally retarded 
and “the consistency of the direction of change,” namely “the complete absence of 
States passing legislation reinstating the power to conduct such executions.” Amnesty 
International believes that the same reasoning should now lead the Supreme Court to 
declare the use of the death penalty against child offenders unconstitutional.  

Stop Child Executions! campaign [is] aimed at 
ending the use of the death penalty against 

child offenders worldwide by December 2005.

Of the 38 US states whose laws provide for the death penalty, 19 allow its use against 
child offenders.  Fourteen states whose laws provide for the death penalty exclude 
its use against child offenders, as does US federal law and US military law. Twenty-two 
child offenders have been executed in seven states since 1977. Over 70 child offenders 
are currently under sentence of death in the country. 
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In April 2003 the US authorities revealed that children as young as 13 were among 
the foreign nationals being held at the US Naval Base in Guantánamo Bay in Cuba. 
One detainee, Omar Khadr, a Canadian national, may be suspected of involvement in 
the shooting death of a US soldier in Afghanistan when he was 15 years old. Amnesty 
International has urged the Canadian authorities to seek assurances from the USA that 
it will not seek the death penalty against Omar Khadr should he be brought to trial 
before a military commission set up by the US authorities.  Amnesty International 
opposes the proposed military commissions.  

A BACKGROUND OF ABUSE AND DEPRIVATION 

The use of the death penalty against child offenders rejects any notion that 
wider adult society should accept even minimal responsibility in the crime of 
a child. The profiles of the condemned teenagers are often those of a mentally 
impaired or emotionally disturbed adolescent emerging from a childhood of 
abuse, deprivation and poverty. The backgrounds of child offenders executed 
in the USA since 1990 suggests that society had failed them well before it 
decided to kill them. 

Glen McGinnis, born to a mother who was addicted to crack cocaine and 
worked out of their one-bedroom apartment as a prostitute, was sentenced to 
death in Texas in 1992. He had suffered repeated physical abuse at her hands 
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and those of his stepfather, who beat him with an electric cord and raped him 
when he was nine or 10. He ran away from home at the age of 11 and lived on the 
streets of Houston where he began shoplifting and stealing cars. Black, he was 
sentenced to death by an all-white jury for the shooting of Leta Ann Wilkerson, 
white, during a robbery in 1990. Various juvenile correctional officials testified 
that he was non-aggressive even in the face of taunts about his homosexuality 
from other inmates and that he had the capacity to flourish in the structured 
environment of prison. He was executed in January 2000.

When the USA ratified the ICCPR in 1992, it made a reservation stating that it reserved 
the right “to impose capital punishment… for crimes committed by persons below 
eighteen years of age.” Eleven other states parties to the ICCPR formally objected to 
the reservation. The UN Human Rights Committee stated in 1995 that it believed the 
reservation to be “incompatible with the object and purpose” of the ICCPR and recom-
mended that the reservation be withdrawn. The Committee also deplored provisions in 

Amnesty International believes that the prohibition
of use of the death penalty against child offenders

should be recognized as such a norm.
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a number of US state laws allowing for child offenders to be sentenced to death as well 
as “the actual instances where such sentences have been pronounced and executed” 
and exhorted the authorities “to take appropriate steps to ensure that persons are not 
sentenced to death for crimes committed before they were 18.”

WHAT IS AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL’S CAMPAIGN TO STOP CHILD EXECUTIONS? 

There is an overwhelming international legal and moral consensus against executing 
child offenders. The sentencing to death and execution of a person for a crime com-
mitted while he or she was a child denies the possibility of rehabilitation and is con-
trary to contemporary standards of justice and humane treatment. 

Amnesty International activists from around the world are joining with other organiza-
tions in an international Stop Child Executions! campaign aimed at ending the use of 
the death penalty against child offenders worldwide by December 2005. 

Amnesty International believes that the death penalty violates the right to life and is 
the ultimate cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment. As a step towards total aboli-
tion of the death penalty, we are calling for: 

• An immediate end to all executions of child offenders 

• All existing death sentences against child offenders to be commuted

• All countries that retain the death penalty to ensure that its use against child offenders is 
precluded by law
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• Such countries to take measures to ensure that their courts do not sentence child offenders 
to death, including, where necessary, the examination of birth certificates. Where systems of 
issuing birth certificates do not exist, such systems should be introduced, as required under 
Article 7 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

HOW CAN I GET INVOLVED? 

Go to Amnesty Internationalʼs website, http://amnestyusa.org/abolish to learn about 
actions you can take to stop child executions. To take part in the campaign, or for 
further information, contact your local Amnesty International section. 

NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNERS CONDEMN CHILD EXECUTIONS 

“The death penalty is a particularly cruel and unusual punishment 
that should be abolished. It is especially unconscionable when 
imposed on children.” 

— Final statement of the Fourth World Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates,  
Rome, 30 November 2003
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WHERE CAN I GET FURTHER INFORMATION? 

For further reading on issues raised in this paper, please see the following Amnesty 
International reports: 

• CHILDREN AND THE DEATH PENALTY: executions worldwide since 1990, September 2002, 
AI Index: ACT 50/007/2002

• THE EXCLUSION OF CHILD OFFENDERS FROM THE DEATH PENALTY under general 
international law, July 2003, AI Index: ACT 50/004/2003

• PAKISTAN: Denial of basic rights for child prisoners, October 2003, AI Index: ASA 
33/011/2003.

• PHILIPPINES: SOMETHING HANGING OVER ME — child offenders under sentence of death, 
October 2003, AI Index: ASA 35/014/2003.

• SUDAN: EMPTY PROMISES? Human rights violations in government-controlled areas, July 
2003, AI Index: AFR 54/036/2003.

• UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: INDECENT AND INTERNATIONALLY ILLEGAL — the death 
penalty against child offenders, September 2002, AI Index: AMR 51/143/2002.

For an up-to-date list of executions of child offenders worldwide, consult Amnesty Internationalʼs 
website, http://www.amnesty.org/deathpenalty
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For further information on the use of the death penalty against child offenders in the USA, consult the 
website of the Death Penalty Information Center at http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org. 
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Amnesty International (AI) is a worldwide movement of people who campaign for internationally recognized 
human rights. AI s̓ vision is of a world in which every person enjoys all of the human rights enshrined in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights standards. In pursuit of this 
vision, AI s̓ mission is to undertake research and action focused on preventing and ending grave abuses 
of the rights to physical and mental integrity, freedom of conscience and expression, and freedom from 
discrimination, within the context of its work to promote all human rights. AI is independent of any gov-
ernment, political ideology, economic interest or religion. It does not support or oppose any government or 
political system, nor does it support or oppose the views of the victims whose rights it seeks to protect. 
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You are given the unlimited right to print this manifesto and to distribute it electronically (via email, 
your website, or any other means). You can print out pages and put them in your favorite coffee 
shopʼs windows or your doctorʼs waiting room. You can transcribe the authorʼs words onto the side-
walk, or you can hand out copies to everyone you meet. You may not alter this manifesto in any way,  
though, and you may not charge for it.

NAVIGATION & USER TIPS  

Move around this manifesto by using your keyboard arrow keys or click on the right arrow ( f ) for 
the next page and the left arrow ( h ). To send this by email, just click on   . 

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS PC MAC

Zoom in (Larger view) [ CTL ]  [ + ]  [ # ]  [ + ] 
Zoom out [ CTL ]  [ - ]  [ # ]  [ - ] 
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BORN ON DATE

This document was created on 13 August 2004 and is based on the best information available at 
that time. To check for updates, please click here to visit http://changethis.com/1.StopExecutions.
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